Online lecture course on "Data Analysis Using MATLAB" I 26 - 30 November 2020
Evaluation Results
Category
Avg (Max-Min)
Count
Rating Scale
Section 1 - Event
Overall Satisfaction with Event
5.6 (4,7)25
1
Bad
2
Satisfaction with Content
5.7(5,7)25
3
Below average
4
Satisfaction with Speakers
6.6(6,7)25
5
Good
6
Satisfaction with structure,design and pace of event
5.8(5,7)25
7
Excellent
Please Provide the following information
You are a:
You became know of this event via:
19
Student
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2
Research Student
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2
Employed
Advt
1
Faculty
Other
1
Consultant
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City from where you joined this workshop
Pune (12)
Vijayawada (1)
Balasore (1)
Sonipat -Haryana (1)
Delhi (2)
Bangalore (1)
Vadodara (1)
Alibaug, Raigad, Maharashtra (1)
Varanasi (1)
Nagpur (1)
FARIDABAD HARYANA (1)
Durgapur (1)
Kolkata (1)
Other suggestions, comments etc

Well below average
Average
Very Good

21

4

More matlab session can be provided
More training on running codes
Overall the workshop is very informative.
Excellent course, very well conducted. Hope to practice on MATLAB in coming days.
The workshop was really helpful.
If any other this kind of workshops are arranged in future please let us know.
Concepts were well explained such that we can apply to our field of interest. Interesting examples were selected which helped in better understanding.
It's really nice sessions and explanations thank you
Hands on workshop
All Sessions were Good.

Pace can be a little slower to note formulae etc. because we are not getting the slides. Otherwise well presented, speaker faculty very helpful. Thanks for
this opportunity.
No comments
satisfactory.
The event mentioned Data Analysis using MATLAB, but Matlab used is very less, Not able to learn much in matlab, it will be better if we could offer to write
in matlab and how to correct things in matlab. I studied the theory already. This doesnt benefited me much.
it was a great experience to participate
The session was very informative well-structured. Will be very helpful in my future research.
The Workshop was well designed and executed.
The examples of the practical approach of different laws and theories were extremely helpful to understand its applications and limitations in a much better
way.
All the lectures were very engaging and insightful.
Please do a workshop for image analysis in Matlab as well.
The course was helpful. As it was a MATLAB workshop, I expected more examples to explain using MATLAB. Overall the course was good.
There are a lot of theories which are obviously important,but a bit extra involvement with MATLAB is badly needed.

